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KONINKLIJKE AKADEIDE VAN WETENSCHArFEN 
TE AMSTERDAM. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEErrING 

of Saturday October 26, 1901. 

----.oc)Oo----

(Translated from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundige 

Afdeeling van Zaterdag 126 October 1901, Dl. X). 

CONTENTS: "On the origin of double lines in the spectrum ofthe chromosphere, dueto anomalous 
dlspersion of the light from the photosphele". By PJOf. W. H. JOLIUB, p. 195, (with 
one plate). - "CoDsideratioDs in lefcICDce to a cODfigmation of SEGRE" (lst Part). 
By Prof. P. H. ScnouTE, p. 203. - "Ulea delivntlVes (calbnmides) of SugalS", 1I. 
By Dr. N. ScnOORL tCommuDlcnted by PlOf. C. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN), p. 214. -
"The elementnry motion of spnce 8.". By Dl'. S. L. VAN OSS (CommunicBted by Prof. 
JAN DE VRIES), p. 218. - "On J. C. KAl?TEYN'S criticism of AIRY'S method to 
determme the Apex of the solal' motion". By Dl'. J. STEIN S. J. (Communicated by 
Prof. H. G. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUTZEN), p. 221. - "Reply to the cliticism of 
Dr. J. STEIN S.J.". By Prof. J. C. KAFTEYN, p. 232. - "On the Hydrosimeter". By 
Prof. J. W. MOLL. p. 243. (With one plate). 

The following papers were read: 

Physics. - "On the origin of double lines in the spectrum of tlte 
chromosphe1'e, due to anomalous dispersion of the light from 
tlze photosphere". By Prof. W. H. JULIUS. 

A peculiarity, appearing in the photographs which Prof. A. A. 
NYLAND obtained with the prismatic camera during the totaI eclipse 
of 18 May 1901 1), caused me to investigate more closely, in the 
line of my former paper on solar phenomena, what characteristics 

1) With the consent of Messrs NYLAND and WILTERDINK (the members of our 
expedition who were most coneerned with the spectrographie researches) only this 
special feature of the photographs will be shortly referred to in this paper. The 
report, containing a fun account of the vnrious observations made by oUr party, 
wil! be published afterwards. 

13 
.Proceedinf(s Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. tV. 
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the chromosphere lines must show, when they really derive their 
light from the photosphere 1) . 

.At the meeting of 24 Febr. 1900 I developed considerations 
which lead us to expect, that the light of the chromosphere is to a 
large extent composed of photosphere light, which has undergone 
anomalous dispersion in the absorbing vapours of the sun. The 
wave-length of the bright lines in the spectrum of the prominences, 
chromosphere and flash cannot, according to this hypothesis, be 
exactly the same as the wave-Iength of the corresponding absorp
tion lines of the ordinary solar spectrum. For every bright line 
belonging to an absorption line of waye-length À, was supposed to 
be produced by t w 0 groups of radiations, whose wave-Iengths are 
respectively all smaller and all larger than À. The light on the red 
side of the absorption lines will perhaps in most cases be a little 
more intense than that on the violet side, because, however variabIe 
as to place and time the density relations of the solar gases may 
be, it is always a little more probable that the average density 
of the layers which are penetrated by the light that reaches us, 
in ere ase s towards the Bun's centre, than otherwise 2). Where 
powerful "Schlieren" occur, however, the wave groups on the violet 
side may be the stronger ones. 

Further it is clear that from ea.ch group, those rays, whose wave
lengths differ much from A, can in general only be seen close to 
the sun's edge, fol' there only a small abnormality in the refractive 
index is necessary to deflect photosphere rays to our eyes. Light 
whose wave-length differs less from À can reach us from a broader 
strip of the chromosphere; and far from the sun's edge, as a rule, 
we may expect to see only rays, whose wave-Iengths differ very 
little from À 3). 

To this rule too exceptions may be found at places, where mighty 
prominences show us the presence of great irregularities in the 
density distribution of the sun's gases. 

I 

1) I shall frequently make use of the terms photosphere and chromosphere, but I 
wish to state emphatically that I mean by them only tlle white disk of the sun Ulul 
the more or less coloured edge or lIght ring, as they appe.!r to our eyes. I do not 
imply the ide!L of a shnrply limited ball, emitting white light and surroullded by a 
translucent shell, WlllCh itself emits coloured light. 

2) W. H. JULTUS, Proc. Royal Acad. Amsteldnm, Vol. lI, p. 581 and p. 585, 
Astron. Nachr B(l. 153, S. 439. 

3) Proc. Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. lI, p. 581. 
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Let us now consider what under ordinary circumstances the light 
distribution in a chromosphere line would be, if we were onIy 
concerned with refracted photosphere light, unmixed with anyappre
ciabie radiation emHted by tbe absorbing gas. 

In Fig. lis given a represèntation of the form, which the 
dispersion curve of the absorbing gas will aSSllme in the neigh
bourhood of one of the absorption lines. The line XX' be the 
axis of wave-lengths with the value }.. at the point 0, and let an 
ordinate zero represent that the refractive index is equal to unity. 
If no absorption line existed lD this part of the spectrum, the 
dispersion curve would be a nearly straight ]jne NN' at a small 
distance above XX' and almost parallel to it. But if rays of wave
length ). are strongly absorbed, then the curve consists of two 
branches of the form represented. 

Light with a wave-length ). cannot now occur in the chromos
phere spectrum. Rays). + ~, in the normal spectrum belonging to 
poeitions a and a', wiIl reach us from a chromosphere ring of rela
tively great width, but naturally with greater intensity from the 
inner than from the outer parts of the ring. Rays A±2 ~, belonging 
to places band bi, come only from a smaller chromosphere ring etc. 
All these rings have the photosphel'e for their inner limit. The 
breadth of the rings from which we can receive light of wave-lengths 
A ±~, À ± 2 ~ etc. wiJl depend upon the ordinates of the dispersion 
curve at the points given by a, a', b, bi etc. We can, as a first 
approximation, put these widths proportional to the quantities 
al az. al' az', bI b21 bI' b2' , etc. by which these ordinates differ from 
the ordinates of the norm al dispersion curve N N'. 

In recent eclipse work both the s1it spectrograph and the prismatic 
camera (or the objective grating) have been used; up to this time 
most results have been obtained by the latter. We shall, therefore, 
investigate the character of a chromosphere line as it must show 
itself in ordinary circumstances in the prismatic camera. 

The prismatic camera gives for every monochromatic radiation, 
coming from the chromosphere, an image of the crescent, ranging 
these images according to the wave-Iengths. The light distribution 
in sneh an image shows us the intensity with which the corresponding 
radiation comes out of the various parts of the erescent. Consequently 
a pure monochromatic image will, as a rule, possess the greater 
intensity on the concave side, where it is 1imited by the moon's 
edg'e, and will gradually fade away on the convex side. 

The images due to neighbouring rays will, however, partially 
overlap, This will be especially noticed with the two ray grou ps 

13'" 
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which together form a chroJ)losphere line; in this combination of 
arc images we may expect a quite different distribu,tion of the 
light than would be found in 'an image, formed either by mo~o
chromatic light or by one simple ray group, such' as a more or 
less rarefied gas would- showl us in its emission 1i~~s. 

Let Z (fig. 2) be a porti on of the moon's edge' at the' instant of 
the second or third contact of a total èclipse. We may now consider 
the compound light, arising from a smaH column Z a or thé chro
mosphere, dispersed into a horizontal spectrum parallel to the line 
P P'. In order to obtain more easily an' idea of the share whiclÏ 
the various rays contribute to the light distl'ibution in the band, we 
separate the various rays from one another and represent on distinct 
lines P PI, Q Q', R R' • . . . those parts of the spectrum; where 
chromosphere light is found ,of wave-lengths equal respectively to 
Î.., Î.. ± /j, ), ± 2 /j, etc. 

The point 0 may indicate the place, where the moon's edge would 
be seen if absolutely monochromatic light of wave-length)' appeared 
on its left. 

The rays of wave-length A are, however, completely absorbed, so 
that nothing need be represented on the line P P'. 

On the line Q Q' we find first the light of wáve-length )" - /j, 
which projects the sharp edge of the moon at a and reaches, (with 
decreasing intensity) from there to a, and secondly the light of 
wave-length A + /j, whiph reaches from q' to a'. 

In the same way we find on R R' the rays Ä - 2 /j and Ä, +.2 /j, 
corresponding respeetively to the sections b /3 and b' (3'; on SS' the 
rays A - 3 /j and Ä + 3 /j at the sections cr and c' r', etc. 

Because the sections a a, a' a', b /3, b' (3' • .. represent the width 
of the chromosphere rings corresponding to the various sorts of rays, 
we have considered them proportional to the lengths al as. al' as', 
bI bs, bI' b's of fig. 1. Hence the extremities a, (3, •.. and a', (3', .•• 
etc. lie on two curves, whose shape is closely related 'to that 
of the dispersion curve. The share which all intermediate waves bear 
in the light distribution is thus shown, if we only notiee that for 
each kind of light the intensity decreases from right t~' left. This 
is represented by shading in the upper part of fig. '3. Finally to 
obtain the light distributii:m in, the chrom~sphere Hne, we o~ly need 
suppose that the figure is compressed in the vertical directio,n, anà 
that thus the light intensities , are added together. The resulting 
intensity is, then found to be approximately distributed, as is shown , 
by the shading in the spectrum given below. Hence a double, line 
is produced, each of the components of which shades off gradually 
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on each side, so that there is still light of a somewhat considerable 
intensity in the intervening space. 

If the rays WhOSfl wave-lengths are less tban A are on the average 
of the same intensity as those with wave-Icngths greater than A (this 
case is shown in the figure), the »cf'ntre of gravity" of the chromosphere 
line is shifted a little to the convex side of the image with respect 
to the place belonging to the absorption line of wavelength A. If, 
on the contrary, we consider the inner limit of the crescent, it 
appears that the line has shifted to the other side. This must involve 
us in difficulties when trying to find the exact" wave-length of a 
chromosphere line. 

Moreover, all kinds of variations may be expected in the intensity 
distribution. The ray group whose wave-Iengths are greater than A, may 
be intenser or vice versa. In such a case the displacements of the 
chromosphere line, both with regard to limit and to position of centre 
of gravity, may assume quite other values. Such displacements of 
variabie character are actually of ten observed (by CAMPBELL, FROST, 
LORD i. a.). 

The figure represents a case where on the convex. side of the 
crescent thc intensity of the system decreases faster than on th€' concave 
side (just otherwise than we should expect from a cursory exami
nation ; in deed the chromosphere crescent, ohserved without a spec
troscope, is sharply limlted on the concave side). This peculiarity 
too has been of ten seen in the chromosphere spectrum (cf. FROST, 
.A.stroph. Journ. XII, p. 315, Dec. 1900). In general, many of the 
irregularities in the form of the lines of the chromosphere and the flash, 
as given by MASCARl 1), CAMPBELL 2), BROWN 3), LORD 4), FROST 5), 
and also the principal features of the chromosheric spectrum, recently 
once more dlscussecl by Sir NORMAN LOCKYER 0), can be easily 
explained if we suppose the lines to be produced by anomalous 
di'lpersion. 

A convincing argument for the correctness of our explanation 
would be obtained if it appeared, that all chromosphere lines were 
really double lines of the above described character. 

1) MASOARI, Mem. Spettr. 27, p. 83-89; Ref. Naturw. Rlludsch. 13, S. 618. 
~) CAMPBI>LL. Astroph. Jouru. XI, p. 226-233. 
a) BROWN, Astroph. Journ. XII, p. 61-63. 
4) LORD, Astroph. Journ. XII, p. 66-67. 
0) .FRasT, Astroph. Journ. XII, p. 307-351. 
ft) LOOKYER, Uecent aud commg EclilJseS, Chnpter X and XVIII, Lon<lon 1900. 
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IIence I have repeatedIy sought for dark cores in the chromospheric 
arcs on photographs taken during former eclipses, and have indeed 
found several indications of them; but a plate where this peculiarity 
was the rul e, where all the chromosphere lines were double, has 
certainJy never before been obtained, for if so, the phenomenon could 
not have escaped notice. 

The Dutch expedition had the fortune to get the first plates 
which quite clearly show all the chromosphere and flash lines, visible 
on them, to be double lines. 

This important' result is in the first place due to the great care 
with which the whole plan of observation with the beautiful prismatic 
camera of COOKE was designed and elaborated by Prof. NYL.A.ND, and 
not less to the extraordinary exactness, with which both before and 
during the eclipse he has performed aH necessary manipulations. 
But besides, it is not impossible that the result was favourably 
infiuenced by the in other respects very unfortunate cloudiness of 
the sky. For if the light had not been considerably weakened, the 
chromosphere lines would have been found on the plate both broader 
and in greater number, and the doubling would have been perhaps 
as Httle marked as on the plates, obtained on former occasions. 

Shortly aftel' the second contact five exposures were made on one 
plate, each of them during about %. sec. They show each only 9 
lines, all double. On tbe four plates, preparerl for tJle corO])1t spec
trum, some of tbe stronger chromospheric lines are repl'esented by 
of ten interrupted arcs. The light of these evidently comes from 
prominences which project rather fin beyond the photosphere. Here 
it appears not so easy to dir,tinguish the duplication, just as we 
might expect by Dur theory; but still i t is visi bIe at man y places. 

On the sixth platc another set of five exposures, of % sec. each, 
were taken a little aftel' the third contact. In the first of the spectra 
thus obtained (reaching from ), 3880 to }.. 5000) 150 double chro
mosphere lines can be counted between }.. 3889 and }.. 4600, these 
being also visible in the other four spectra, as far as the increasing 
scattered light permits 1). 

A little below the continuous spectrum, due to the just appearing 
edge of the sun, the double lines are most conspicuous. We find there, 
parallel to the spectrum, a bl'lght narrow streak which appears broader 

1) On the orlginnl negntives ,the duplication ean only be distmguished wJth a 
mngnifying gInss. Enlargements (wlnch w~re show!1 in the meeting) will soon be 
reproduced nnel pubhshe(l. 
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in the following exposures and which is probably owing to a small 
depression in thc moon 's edge or to a projecting part of tbe apparent 
SUll'S edge. Iu the fifth exposure, below the light band so produced 
there appears a similar streak. These bands give so to say repeated 
spectra of tbe flash Ca fortunate circumstance, for the totality was 
over sooner than was calculated and the exposures were thus a 
httle later than was intended) so tbat we obtain at one and the same 
exposure both the pure flash spectrum and tbe continuous spectrum 
of tbe sun's limbo 

Prof. NYLAND and I have discussed togethcr the possibiIity of 
ascribing the origin of double lines to disturbing circumstanccs, such 
as irregular motion of the siderostat, vibrations of the prismatic camera, 
light reflectioDs etc. 1), but we were not ablc to find any disturbance 
which couid account for the observed phenomena and we must conclude 
that here we really have a property of the chromospberic lines. 

The Fraunhofer lines in the continuous spectrum are weak. This 
may in part be due to tbe diffusion of Hght by the clouds. For 
the just appeared edge of the photosphere, which plays tbe same 
part with the prismatic camera as tbe illuminated slit with an ordinary 
spectroscope, was not darkly limited, but surrounded by a marked 
aureole (this ran be seen in some of our corona photographs). The 
clouds, however, cannot have been the only cause of the faintness 
of the absorption lines in the first stage af ter totality, this pheno
menon having been also observed in a clear sky 2). There must therefore 
be another reason for the p,utial absence of the lines. Our theory 
gives such a reason immediately. For the chromosphere spectrum 
will at the end of totality become more and more like a continuous 
spectrum, btlcause more bright lines will continually appear, each 
of which,- according to our hypothesis, forms a double band in which 
the absence of tbe absorbed waves is not easiJy perceived. But as 
soon as a portion of the photosphere appears, the already existing, 
apparently continuous spectrum will be dominated by a more really 
cOlltinuous spectrum, the source of light of which is limited by two 
nearly sharp edges (those of the photosphere and of the moon). 

In th i s spectrum the absence of abs or bed rays must show in 
the usual way as Fraunhofer lines. The light of tho chromospheric 
arcs will, of course, partially overlap those lines, but compared with 

1) The mountÏ11g of tbe illstruments will be fuUy discussed In tbe report of tbe 

expedition. 
2) CAMPDrLL, Astroph Journ. Xr. p. 228, ApTil 1900. 
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tbe direct photospheric light it is weak enough for thedark Ilnes 
to be visible. Thus, not considering thepresence oL clouds, ,the 
absorption lines must yet, during the transition from the:f1ash spectrum, 
tG the Faunhofer spectrum, 'at first. show very faint and - with 
abnormal relative intensities, then grow stronger, iI!tensities appeal'ing 
normal. ' ' 

Because the double lines are not 'sharply defined objects, it is 
difficult to give the width of these systems. But we can make. se,ttings 
on the brightest parta of the components and measure their distanc~ 
with a reading microscope. It differs for the different double, lines; 
still it generally lies between 0.7 and 1.3 ANGSTRÖM'S units. Wider 
and narrower systems follow each other in irregular succession, but 
on a n a ver a g e the distance of the components appears to decrease, 
as we proceed from the grèen to the ,violet. Perhaps this fact may 
be 'important for dispersion theories. , ' 

With some ,lines the stronger component is that which has the 
greater, in others that which has ,the smaller wave-Iength. It happens . 
that even. in the same line (e. g. in the arcs of Or and' HJ "on onr 
plate) the two cases occur close by one another, which menns that 
in neighbonring places of the sun's atniosphere tbe density. distri
bution of the absorbing gas is different inthis, that àt oDé place 
the average density along the path of the ray increases, at another 
decreases towards the sun's centre. ' 

, I 

CA.:MJ;'BELL states 1) that, in some cases where dark and bright 
lines are to be found togethèr, they are sepárated from one another 
bya distance of ~rom 0.4 to 0.5 ANGSTRÖM'S units. This is about 
the half of the distance .between the components of our double lines. 
We may here reasonably' suppose that CUIPBELLwas" çoncerned 
with cases, where one of the compollents was strongly marked. A 
similar case is found on our photograph in H(l, where the component 
witb the greater wave-Iength is stronger over nearly its whole length 
than', th~tt with the smaller wave-Iength, and such is the' case not 
only at the ,third contact but also dllring the second and even on 
the fa UI' plates, prepared for the corOllà spectrum, which were exposed I 

for5, 20, 190 and 60 sec., respectively. ' , 

I have liot found until now in any chromosphere line a 'peculiarity 
in the distribution of the light, which would make it necessary to 
ascribe even a part of this light to railiations, emitted by incandcscent 

1) CAMPm:r,L, Astroph. Journ. XI, p. 229. 
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chromosphere gases. Now we can hardly assume that. these gaseS 
really do not eniit any light; the question is only, in what cases 
and how far the inten~ity of the true chromospberic emission is compar
able with the intensity of the abnormally refracted photosphere light. 

Perhaps the photographs obtaÏlied by our expedition are' acciden
tally so extremely fit to show the part played by anomalous dispersion 
in causing chromosphere Jight, thaj they induce one to overestimate 
the impûrtance of the new principle .. 

lt would therèfore. be very intcresting if the, plates of other 
expeditions werealso studied from this point of view. 

, 
Mathematics. - "Oonsiclel'ations in reference to a configumtion of 

SEGRE". By Prof. P. H. SCHOUTE (first part). 

1. In a. treatise published in 1888 "SulIe varietà cubiche 
dello spazio a quattro dimensioni, ecc" (Memorie di Torino) 
Dr. C. SEGRE proved th~. following remarkable theorem: . 

The locus of the right lines cutting anyfour planes 
as su m e din th esp ace 84 i s a cu r v e d spa c e 0 f 0 r der 
three containing besides these four planes eleven 
planes more; one of these el even new planes is inter
secte,d by all the right lines cuttingthe four giv~n 
planes. The fifteen planes pass six by six through 
o n e '0 f . ten p 0 int s, wh i c har e d 0 u bIe p 0 int sof th e 
c u bic loc u s. 
If we eaU the four given planes èt;(3,r,o alld if we 

denote by a' tbe ,plane through the three points of 
iutersection (rcY), (cY(3), «(1r), by (j' the plane through the 
three points of intersection (cYa), (ar), (rcY), etc., then 'the 
f 0 u r po int s .. ,0 fin ter sec ti 0 n. I i e in 0 n e a n d th e s à m e 
spa c e E a n d th e f i v e plan esf 0 r m s u eh a q u int u pI e, . 
t h a tea c h r i g h t Ij nee n t tin g f 0 u r 0 f t hes epI a nes, al s 0 

cut s th e fi ft h. 
In a, study also pubJished in 1888 "Alcune considerazioni 

elementari sull' inoidenza dirette epiani nello spazio 
a quattro' dimensioni" (Rencliconti del circolo matematico di 
Palm'mo, vol. .2, pages· 45-52) the same writer gives a. rather 
simple geometrical proof of· tbe second part of this theorem, and 
theQ ascends to the configuration mentioned in the firsj, part hy the 
indication tbat the ten points spoken of are tbe points of intersection 
of the .five plimes. a, (3, r, cY, IJ two by two and the ten new planes 


